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SUBJ: (U) PERU'S PRESIDENT BELAUNDE MAKES SURPRISE VISIT TO EMERGENCY ZONE

1. (U) PRESIDENT BELAUNDE PAID A 3-HOUR SURPRISE VISIT TO THE CITY OF AYACUCHO ON JUNE 12. THE PRESIDENT WAS ACCOMPANIED BY THE MINISTERS OF THE INTERIOR AND OF ENERGY AND MINES, AS WELL AS ALL THREE SERVICE MINISTERS AND THE COMMANDING GENERALS OF PERU'S THREE NATIONAL POLICE FORCES. THE VISIT LAID EMPHASIS ON PUBLIC CEREMONY: THE PRESIDENT REVIEWED A MILITARY HONOR GUARD AT THE AIRPORT, PRESED OVER A DOWNTOWN PARADE BY MILITARY AND POLICE UNITS STATIONED IN THE CITY, AND PARTICIPATED IN A FLAG RAISING CEREMONY WHERE HE PAID TRIBUTE TO THE SECURITY FORCES ENGAGED IN COUNTERING SENDERO LUMINOSEO (SL) TERRORISM.

2. (U) THE AYACUCHO VISIT PRECEEDED A PREVIOUSLY ANNOUNCED

COMMENTS

ONE TO JAJWA (DEPARTMENT OF JUNIN), WHERE BELAUNDE INAUGURATED A NEWLY CONSTRUCTED ELECTRICAL TRANSMISSION
LINE THAT WILL SERVE 65 COMMUNITIES BETWEEN JAUJA AND THE DEPARTMENTAL CAPITAL OF HUANCAYO. IN BOTH VISITS, THE PRESIDENT COMPARED HIS GOVERNMENT'S ROLE (AS WELL AS THAT OF HIS FIRST ADMINISTRATION) IN PROMOTING RURAL ELECTRIFICATION AND CONSTRUCTING ROADS AND OTHER PUBLIC WORKS TO THE DESTRUCTIONUGHT BY TERRORISM. BELAUNDE REFERRED TO PERU'S 5,000 SOME HIGH TENSION TOWERS AND THE 50 DOWNED BY TERRORISTS AND REASSERTED HIS PROMISE TO BUILD "100 TOWERS" FOR EACH ONE THAT SENDERO DESTROYS.

3. (U) THE PRESIDENT ALSO ASSOCIATED SYMBOLISM AND CEREMONY WITH SUPPORT FOR THE ROLE PLAYED BY THE ARMED FORCES IN REPRESSING TERRORISM IN THE EMERGENCY ZONE, PRAISING THE ZONE'S POLITICAL-MILITARY COMMANDER, GENERAL CLEMENTE NOEL, AND ENDING HIS AYACUCHO VISIT BY CALLING AT THE CITY'S "LOS CABITOS" MILITARY BARRACKS.

4. (C) COMMENT: THE PRESIDENT'S AYACUCHO VISIT WAS INTENDED TO DEMONSTRATE A UNITED CIVILIAN-MILITARY FRONT IN THE FACE OF TERRORIST CHALLENGE IN AYACUCHO AND CONTINUING ECONOMIC PROBLEMS IN LIMA. INTERIOR MINISTER PERCOVICI FOLLOWED UP THE VISIT WITH AN ANNOUNCEMENT THAT THE GOP PLANS TO INVEST, BY YEAR'S END, OVER 6 BILLION SOLES (APPROXIMATELY $4 MILLION AT CURRENT EXCHANGE RATES) IN VARIOUS DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS IN AYACUCHO. BUT OPPOSITION FIGURES AND PRESS ARE LOOKING INSTEAD AT BELAUNDE'S ENDORSEMENT, BY ASSOCIATION, OF THE MILITARY'S ANTI-TERRORIST TACTICS. GREETED IN AYACUCHO BY PRESS INQUIRIES CONCERNING THE FATE OF "HUNDREDS" OF PERSONS REPORTEDLY DETAINED IN LOS CABITOS, BELAUNDE DECLINED TO
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RESPOND, PROFESSING TO KNOW NOTHING OF THE MATTER SINCE HE HAD JUST ARRIVED. HIS PUBLIC PRAISE OF GENERAL NOEL, COMPLEMENTED BY THE CALL AT LOS CABITOS, DID NOT GO UNNOTICED.

5. (C) BY COINCIDENCE, THE PRESIDENT'S TRIP COINCIDED WITH PUBLICATION IN LIMA'S WIDEST CIRCULATING DAILY ON JUNE 12 OF AN EDITORIAL ENTITLED "WHAT IS HUMAN LIFE WORTH IN PERU?". THE EDITORIAL REFERRED TO DEATHS IN AYACUCHO AND THE LIMITED ACCESS WHICH THE POLITICAL-MILITARY COMMAND ALLOWS JOURNALISTS TO INFORMATION ABOUT THEM. THE EDITORIAL CHARGES THAT ON THE FEW OCCASIONS WHEN MILITARY
AUTHORITIES FACILITATED THE NEWS GATHERING PROCESS, DEATHS REPORTED ON WERE ATTRIBUTED TO SENDERO TERRORISM.

BUT WHERE DEAD SENDERISTAS ARE CONCERNED, "OR ALLEGED SENDERISTAS," NEWSMEN FACE A STONE WALL. THE EDITORIAL CONDEMNS THOSE WHO ENGAGE IN CONSPIRATORIAL SILENCE ABOUT THE MATTER, AS WELL AS PRESIDENT BELAUNDE'S CRITICISM OF PRESS "SENSATIONALISM" WHEN REPORTING THESE DEVELOPMENTS. THE EDITORIAL NOTED THAT THE POLITICAL-MILITARY COMMAND'S OWN COMMUNIQUES SPEAK CONSISTENTLY OF SL DEAD, BUT NOT OF SENDERISTAS CAPTURED OR WOUNDED.
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